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A WOMAN OF CONSEQUENCE: 
PANDORA IN HESIOD'S WORKS AND DAYS* 
The Pandora myth as told in Hesiod's Works and Days (59-105) has been criticised since 
antiquity as internally inconsistent. In the nineteenth and most ofthe twentieth century 
this led editors to propose radical atheteses and emendations to resolve the 
inconsistencies. Although in recent decades the impetus has swung more towards 
conservative editing,' and seemingly endless work has been done on the myth, the 
passage still has not been fully understood in terms of its purpose within the Hesiodic 
corpus. In this paper I argue that the 'suspect' lines are perfectly consistent when 
understood in terms ofthe intertextual relationship between Hesiod's Works and Days 
and his Theogony, a relationship which has been established by scholars such as Jean- 
Pierre Vernant (1g80), Glenn Most (1993) and Jenny Strauss Clay (2003). I argue that, 
in representing Pandora in Works and Days, Hesiod2 is engaged in a project ofexpansion 
which had its roots in his Theogony. Pandora is of more importance to the Iron Age 
Works and Days than to the divine Theogony; so she is described in greater detail and 
becomes more of a prominent figure in her own right. Furthermore, I argue that 
Hesiod does not stop there, but enacts an expansion of the expansion within Works 
and Days itself, from Zeus' commands to the gods for Pandora's creation at Op. 60-68, 
to the execution ofthose commands at 70-80. 
1 give in full lines 59-80,3 the most problematic passage: 
6~ &(par', iti 6' ~ y i h a o o &  K U T ~ ~  av6p6v TE 8 ~ 6 v  T&. 
"H(pa1o~ov 6' i ~ i h u o ~  n~ptidurov orrl z a ~ t o r a  
yuiav v 6 ~ 1  (pOp&~v, .&6' avephnou 0 i p w  a66~jv 
tiui oehoq,  aeUvhT?J< 66 8 ~ 3 ~  &iq oina Gioti~~v, 
. I would like to thank my supervisor Barbara Graziosi, the two anonymous referees and the editorial board 
for their helpful suggestions. I am especially grateful to Ivana Petrovic for stimulating discussion and 
invaluable comments, and to Mirko Canevaro for unfailing support and advice. 
I For example West (1978) retains all the 'suspect' lines. 
Throughout this paper 'Hesiod' denotes the persona of the poet ofTheogony and Works and Days, rather 
than a historical Hesiod - issues such as authorship, performance context,or orality versus writing are 
necessarily beyond the scope of the  present paper. 
3 All Hesiod text taken from West's 1966 and 1978 editions ofTheogony and Worlts and Days respectively, 
unless stated otherwise. All translations are my own. 
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nap0&vtKfjq ~ a h b v  d6oq G4patov. aixhp A0flrnv 
Epya 6t6aofloa1, nohu6ai6al.o~ io.rov 6cpaivstv. 
~ a i  xaptv apcptxiat K&cpahfl ~ p u q v  Acppo6izqv, 
~ a i  x60ov apyaEov ~ a i  yuto!3opovq psk64vaq. 
kv 66 0 ipw ~6vsov  re voov ~ a i  BxiKhonov 30oq 
'Eppsiqv ijvwye Gta~zopov &pyetcpov.rqv. 
Qq EcpaO', o? 6' Gni0ovro Ad Kpoviov~ a v a ~ r t .  
a 6 r i ~ a  6' GK yaiqq nhaooe Khuzoq Apcptyuljey 
nap0hq  ai6oiq YKEAOV KpovI6ew 6ta Povhaq. 
<6oe 66 ~ a i  ~ o o p q o e  Qea yhav~6ntq A0ljvq. 
apcpi 66 oi XapaGq .re Qeai ~ a i  xomta lIst04 
Sppovq ~pvosiovq E0eoav  poi, apcpi 66 ~ f l v  ys 
'npa1 ~ a h h i ~ o p o ~  o~icpov & V ~ E ~ V  eiaptvoTotv. 
nCLV.ra 6 i  oi Xp~P  K O B ~ O V  Gcpippooe nahhaq A0ljvq. 
kv 6' apa oi orlj0soot 6 t a ~ r o p o ~  Apystcpbvqq 
yre1j6~a 0' aipuhiou~ TG hoyouq ~ a i  GniKhonov q005 
Z & ~ E  A I O ~  Povhqot Papv~nhov .  kv 6' &pa cpwvljv 
O ~ K E  0 ~ 6 ~  Kfjp~g, O V O ~ T ] V E  66 T ~ V ~ E  ')Wvcl?lCa 
lIav64pqv, 671 navzsq 'Ohhpnta 64pa.r' Exovreq 
66pov G64pqoav, mip' av6paolv ahcpqo~flutv. 
So he spoke, and he laughed aloud, the father of men and gods. He 
ordered much-famed Hephaistos to mix earth with water as quickly 
as possible, and to put in it the voice and strength of a human, and 
to make it like the immortal goddesses in its appearance, a beautiful, 
lovely form ofa maiden. He ordered Athene to teach her works, to weave 
richly worked cloth, and golden Aphrodite to pour around her head 
grace and painful desire and limb-devouring cares; and he ordered 
Hermes, the messenger, the slayer ofArgos, to put in a dog's mind and 
a thievish nature. 
So he spolze, and they obeyed lord Zeus son of Kronos. Immediately 
the famed Lame One fabricated out of earth a likeness of a modest 
maiden, by the plans of the son of Kronos; the goddess bright-eyed 
Athene girdled and adorned her; the goddesses Graces and revered 
Persuasion placed golden necklaces all around on her skin; the 
beautihl-haired Seasons wreathed her all around with spring blossoms; 
and Pallas Athene fitted all the adornment onto her skin. Then into her 
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breast the messenger, the slayer ofArgos, set lies and wily words and a 
thievish nature, by the plans of deep-thundering Zeus; and the herald 
of the gods placed a voice in her, and he named this woman Pandora, 
since all those who have their homes on Olympus gave her a gift - a woe 
for men who live on bread. 
This passage tells the infamous story of Pandora's creation, enacted by the gods at 
Zeus' behest, as punishment for Prometheus' deceit. Occurring in the so-called 
'mythical' section ofworks and Days, it follows the myth of Prometheus (42-58) and 
precedes the myth of the Races (106-201) and the fable of the Hawk and the 
Nightingale (202-12). Its primary function in the poem is to explain why men in the 
Iron Age have to work: Hesiod will go on to devote the latter part of his poem to 
explaining how they should do it. 
Although the myth has a crucial role in this essentially Iron Age poem, at the level 
of detail it is seen as problematic. The most commonly perceived problem is the 
mismatch between 60-68 and 70-80: Zeus' orders for Pandora's creation and their 
execution by the gods. This discrepancy is problematic because it seems to contradict 
69 &meovro 'they obeyed' and 71 KpoviF~o 61a PouMq 'according to the plans of the 
son of  Kronos': explicit confirmations of obedience. More gods carry out the 
instructions than were given them; some gods carry out tasks which were allotted to 
others; still other gods disappear altogether. To give just one preliminary example: at 
65 Aphrodite is given instructions, but at 73-5 these instructions are carried out by 
the Charites, Peitho and the Horai. 
To understand what Hesiod is doing here, it is necessary first to establish the 
relationship between the Theogony and the Works and Days. This is defined primarily by 
narrative chronology, biographical narrative and genre.4 In brief: Hesiod constructs a 
corpus beginning from the dawn of time (Th. 45, 115 65 Cxpxfj~,S 116 rrphrtota) and 
stretching to the present day Iron Age (Op. 176 v6v yap 6Ij yhoq 6ori o t6f lp~ov) .~  He
creates a poetic persona which develops from the inexperienced shepherd acting under 
the Muses' tutelage (Th. 22-3 ai' v6 TCOO' 'HoioFov ~ a h I j v  66iFaCav aot6~jv,lapvaq 
For discussion see especially Most (19931, and more recently Haubold (2010). 
5 This is a common phrase in poeuy, often used to refer to a story which begins from the root ofa  particular 
matter. Here Hesiod takes this to the extreme: he will begin from the actual beginning. 
I limit my analysis here toTheogony and Works and Doys, although strictly speaking there is a 'gap' between 
the two in terms ofcosmic chronology: the time of the demi-gods and heroes - filled by the Catalogue of 
Women and, i fwe were to amalgamate the Hesiodic tradition with the Homeric, the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
See further Clay (2003), GraziosilHaubold (zoos). 
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~01paivov0') to the wise farmer-poet less dependent on divine instruction7 (Op. 656- 
7 h 0 a  p i  cpqpt I ijpvq vtcrjoavta cpipstv ~pizo6 '  ~ T ~ E V T ~ ) .  He covers all his poetic 
bases, from theogonic cosmogonic catalogue (Th. 33 ~jpvciv p a ~ a p o v  y i v o ~  aiiv 
iovrov) to didactic wisdom literature (Op. 10 i y h  6 i  KE I I i p q  Grjrupa pvoqoaipqv). 
Much ofHesiodic scholarship has striven to prove the relative compositional chronology 
ofTheogony and Worlu and ~ a y s , ~  with Theogony naturally emerging as the first enterprise.9 
This issue was discussed already in antiquity, for example C(Op.)Pertusi 48a concludes 
6qhov 66 15s ~cpos~6 i60za~  4 O~oyovia (it is clear that the Theogony came before). 
However, whether or not Theogony was actually composed before Works and Days,'" what 
is clear is that the embedded narrative chronology leads them to be interpreted as such." 
Hesiod leaves markers of all kinds - narrative, biographical, stylistic, linguistic - to 
encourage the audience to conceive Theogony and Worlu and Days as a 'diptychn2 working 
together, and as a sequence which starts with Theogony and ends with Worlu and Days. 
This internal relationship begins to be defined already in the proem of Works and 
Days (1-10).'3In line I Hesiod invokes the Muses just as he did at length in Theogony 
(I-115'4), in accordance with both epic convention (see e.g. 11.1.1, Od. I.I., Catalogue of 
Women 2) and their own demands: Th. 34 oq&q 6 'aC~as  xp6zov zc ~ a i  ijorazov a i h  
aci6ctv (always sing of us first and last). However, straight after invoking the Muses 
he ostensibly distances himself from them (10). He asks them to sing of Zeus, while 
he tells is-jmpa (true things) to his brother Perses, distinguishing between two 
Most (2008) 68 argues that 'given the agricultural content of the Works and Days, it is not at all implausible 
to consider that poem a shepherd's song'. This is certainly a possible interpretation. However, it seems 
to me that the Hesiod of0p. is more authoritative and knowledgeable in Iron Age matters than the Hesiod 
of Th., and explicitly 'corrects' or at least adds to parts of Th., implying that he is older, wiser, and 
presumably therefore more advanced in his livelihood: he is no longer a shepherd, he is now a farmer. 
E.g. Walcot (1g61a) z,  (1966). 
With the exception of a small body of scholarship, led by Allen (1915) who dated Works and Days earlier 
than Theogony on the (shaky) basis ofastronomical deductions. 
'"Even this question is not as clear-cut as it might seem: when considering the compositional chronology 
of a t  least partially oral poetry we must also take into account the possibility of recomposition in 
reperformance. We cannot think in terms o fa  static text. 
" Interestingly, one fragment ofthe corpus attributed to Hesiod in antiquity (papyrus P.Oxy. L 3537 recto 3ff. 
= Testim. 95 Most 2006) seems to give the opposite chronology: it gives a development which begins with 
the uninspired shepherd's song (Op.), moves through the Muses' inspiration (told in Op., Th. and this 
fragment), and ends with the inspired poetry (Th.. Catalogue ofwornen). See further Most (ZOOS) 64-70, 
"Clay (2003) 6. 
I give in this paper an overview only of correspondences in the first quarter of the Works and Dogs: it is 
hoped that this sufices to make the point. 
"Interestingly, Wickkiser (2010) makes a detailed comparison between Hesiod's transformation from 
shepherd to poet in the Theogony proem, with the Theogony narrative ofPandorals creation. 
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different songs rather than subordinating himselfto the Muses as he did in Theogony, 
and as the Homeric narrator does. However, he does not dismiss them entirely: his 
&rfp-upa are resonant of the Muses' \yc66~a G n j ~ ~ o ~ o ~ v  opoia (lies which sound like 
truths) at Th. 27, and there is a certain amount ofcross-over in subject matter as Hesiod 
himselfwill also sing ofZeus. In this way, Hesiod asks the Muses to sing a song parallel 
to his own so that he can have the best of both worlds, achieving poetic autonomy for 
the most part but keeping his divine information source on hand so he can call upon 
it when in doubt: for example at 649 Hesiod confesses his ignorance of seafaring 
(06r.C TI \ ,au~lhiq< ocoocp~op~voq iis8 TI vqGv), so he has to bring the Muses back into 
the narrative (658).'5 This departure is driven primarily by narrative chronology and 
by genre: the Muses are not so crucial for this new, distinctly Iron Age, project. 
At 11-26 Hesiod emends one ofhis many Theogony genealogies: that ofEris, Strife. At 
Th. 225-32 there was only one Eris, "Epy oruycpfi (hateful Strife), here there are two, 
the Good and the Bad Strife: 11-12 OVK apa poijvov &qv 'Epi6ov y ivo~ ,  an' &xi yaiav I 
cioi 6vo (there is not only one race of Strifes on the earth, but two). The specification 
'there is not only one race ofstrifes' implies that one might have thought there was, i.e. 
'as I told you before'. The ostensible chronology here is that Hesiod is now wiser than 
as poet ofTheogony, so he can be more accurate and can 'correct' previous mistakes.16 
He is no longer a mouthpiece of the Muses, speaking ofthe divine realm, but a poet of 
the Iron Age; he can see mankind's situation clearly. Indeed, this distinction between 
the divine and the human spheres is pertinent to the correction: Strife is always bad for 
the gods because competition on Olympus is never healthy but always results in power 
struggles, whereas for men it can be either bad or good, because men work. This could 
even be interpreted on a meta-poetic level, with Hesiod exemplifying the Good Eris 
which he praises by competing with himselfas author ofTheogony, in stark contrast to 
his brother Perses (Works and Days' primary explicit addressee) who epitomises the Bad 
Eris.'7 The abrupt introduction of this material is also indicative of the embedded 
narrative chronology, as it assumes prior knowledge ofTheogony. 
'SMost (2006) xxiii argues that this confession reminds the audience that Hesiod 'is still the very same 
divinely inspired poet who composed theTheogony'. This is true, but more prominent in the biographical 
chronology is (as Most also notes) that, by implicit contrast, 'on every other matter that he discusses in 
this poem his views are based upon extensive personal experiences' - this certainly cannot be said of 
Theogony, and shows a greater degree ofpoetic independence. 
I6N.B. Th. 27-8 L5px q1&66&a nohhfr Z~ELV ~1'6po1olv O ~ O ~ U , P ~ ~ E V  6'. d ~ '  B0Ehopv, hhq0&a yqp6oaoOa~. 
This highly debated line could go some way towards justifying Hesiod's 'correction' ofTheogony, given 
that the Muses themselves admit that they do not always speak the truth. As a point of interest, Pucci 
(2009) 62 compares the Muses who lie, with Pandora's deceptive appearance. 
'7 One ofthe anonymous readers ofthis paper kindly drew my attention to Pseudo-Longinus' use ofHesiod's 
Good Eris to describe later authors striving with Homer at Subl. 13.2-4. 
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In the myth ofthe Races (106-201) there are further hints at the relationship between 
Theogony and Works and Days. Although the chronologies are fundamentally 
incompatible because mankind's creation is taken as understood in Theogony, Hesiod 
makes an attempt at co-ordination between the Races ofman and the divine succession 
ofTheogony. The Golden Race is created in the time of Kronos (111), but Zeus creates 
the Bronze Race (143) and the Race of H e r o e s ~ ~  (158), and will destroy the Iron Race 
(180). Zeus also makes the Golden Race 6aipovs~ (122), so we must assume that Zeus 
has come to power some time during the Golden Age.'g In his description of the 
Bronze Race (143-55) Hesiod employs far more language found also in Theogony than 
he does elsewhere in the myth of the Races;'" this could be because he finds more 
similarities between this most brutish of Races and his Theogony gods, at their most 
brutal moments no less (147 the castration ofouranos, 148-49 the Hundred-Handers 
and the Titanomachy), than with mankind. 
Throughout Works and Days there are words, phrases and whole lines in common 
with Theogony. However, no passage is as striking in this respect as the myths of 
Prometheus (Op. 42-58, Th. 534-69) and Pandora (Op. 59-105, Th. 570-601"). There 
are adapted lines, for example the Woman's creation in Theogony is announced with 
a6~iwa 6'avTi rcupo~ reG{sv K ~ K O V  av0phrco1o1. / y a i q ~  yhp dpxhaoos  xsptK?iu~bq 
; L \ ~ ( P I Y Z ) ~ ~ E &  (Th. 570-71 Immediately he contrived an evil for men in exchange for fire. 
For the famed Lame One formed from earth..), and at the corresponding point of the 
Works and Days version we have a shorter version of these lines: a 6 r i ~ a  6 ' 8 ~  ya iq~  
7cMoo~ Khuro~ Apcp~yufls~q (70 Immediately the famed Lame One formed from 
earth...). There are very similar lines, for example Op. 53-4 would be identical to Th. 
558-9 were it not for the difference between yiy' oxe-joaq atTh. 558 and xohooap~vo< 
at Op. 53." There are even identical lines: Op. 71-2 and Th. 572-3. With all of these 
similarities, we cannot help but consider the two versions in tandem. 
Two aspects ofcomparison are crucial to my analysis. First, the relative proportions 
of Op. 42-105 and Th. 534-601: Theogony gives Prometheus 34 lines, but the 
WomanIWife only 29; Worla and Days instead leaves Pandora 46 lines, but Prometheus 
I8The fragmentary lines 173a-e, in which Kronos is said to return to rule the Heroes' Isles of the Blessed, 
are clearly spurious. 
'9 West on 122 instead explains this as 'A feature ofthe world as it is now is naturally ascribed to Zeus' will, 
not to Kronos': this divergence from the chronological framework is, however, unnecessary, especially 
since we need to pinpoint a progression from Kronos to Zeus. 
'"145 ~ E ~ I B V  (Th. 187, 563); 147 ii001ov (Th. 524, 773); a6hpavroq (Th. 161, 188, 239); 148 6rrhaoro1 (Th. 
151); 149 =Th. 152, 673; 148 Piq ~ a i  XE~PES (Th. 649); 153 K P U E ~ O O  (Th. 657). 
"N.B. in Theogony she is never named, so should properly be referred to simply as the 'Woman' or 'Wife'. 
"The version in Op. is explicable given the use of;(ohooa~~woq also at 47. 
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just 17. Second, the use of allusion in the two passages. As Vernant noted," each 
version alludes to episodes given in full in the other. Prometheus' sacrifice trick is 
narrated fully at  Th. 536-7 but is only alluded to in Worlts and Days: dthhk ZEI& & K ~ u ~ E ,  
~ohwohps\~oi  cppsoiv f io~v,  I Brri ptv Bcanaqos IIpop70s6~ aywhopqqq (47-8 But 
Zeus concealed [fire], angry in his heart because crooked-counselled Prometheus 
deceived him). Epimetheus' acceptance of Pandora is described in full at Worlts and 
Days 85-9, but in Theogony is reduced to the minimal comment npdroq yap pa Atoq 
nhaorjv V T C B ~ E K T O  y u v a i ~ a  napeivov (Th. 513-14 He was the one who first received 
Zeus' fabricated woman, the maiden). In Worlcs and Days genealogies of characters 
already featured in Theogony are omitted: Op. 84, Epimetheus' first appearance in Worla 
and Days, does not make explicit that Epimetheus is Prometheus' brother, but their 
genealogy as sons ofIapetus and Clymene is given at Th. 507-14. One explanation for 
these allusions is that Hesiod was drawing from a pre-existing Promethean myth." 
Certainly, not all the elliptical lines in one poem are explained in the other, for example 
the 'division' between gods and men at Mekone (Th. 535-6) is never elaborated in 
Works and Days, and withouta common ancestor the first composition would be lacking 
without the second to explain its allusions. This common model, then, would provide 
the background knowledge needed by an audience to fill the gaps; it would also explain 
the many shared lines. 
However, whether or not this was the case (whether Hesiod was selecting details 
from a pre-existing myth or from his own imagination, and whether or not these 
choices would have confused an original audience of his first poem), what is clear is 
that the organisation of the allusions is such that the Prometheus story is consistently 
abbreviated in Works and Days, and the Pandora myth is abbreviated in Theogony. This 
fits with the results of the proportional comparison, which showed that Prometheus 
is the focus of the Theogony version and Pandora that ofthe Work and Days. 
This organisation and relative emphasis is driven by the focus ofTheogony and Works 
and Days respectively.'~ Prometheus is of more importance to Theogony because 
throughout the poem the focus is on gods and the perspective is that of the gods. 
Prometheus is himself son of a Titan (Th. 134); his divine punishment is described at  
Th. 521-5 and again at  Th. 615-16; this particular myth is included to mark the 
"3Vernant (1980) 168 -also e.g. Most (1993) 89-90. 
%As argued by e.g. Heitsch (19631, Mondi (1986) 26. 
l5Most (1993) 81 comes to a similar conclusion, albeit through quite different argumentation: that 'there is 
no original "true" version w h ~ c h  is later contradicted or corrected, but rather two equivalent versions. 
each one as well adapted as possible to the needs ofits argumentational environment'. 
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beginning of  the separation between gods and men ( T h .  535 ~ a i  yap oz' B~pivovzo 
Beoi Bvqroi s' a v B p o ~ o ~ ) .  In W o r k s  and Days ,  however, the two stories are included 
primarily to explain why mankind must work ( 4 7 4 ,  so Pandora is crucial because of 
her responsibility for the human condition in the Iron Age. She epitomises the 'male 
dilemma':26 sexual desire2' vs. economic stability; family continuity vs. problems of 
property and inheritance;18 the intractable human institution of  marriage. Women 
consume resources (373-5) and increase the need for livelihood.'g Thus the Pandora 
myth in Works  and Days should be understood as an elaboration of  Theogony ,  
emphasising Woman's impact on mankind. 
As the Pandora myth is elaborated, so is the figure of Pandora herself. In Theogony 
the WomanIWife is left nameless, because not all the gods have contributed to her 
creation so she does not yet deserve the name; in Works  and Days she is given the name 
Pandora. As most recently Wickkiser (2010) argues, the Theogony Woman is more 
statue than human, whereas Works  and Days Pandora is more animated. In Theogony 
she poses a threat only in so much as she creates Women who in turn threaten men's 
livelihood, drain their resources, and bring that terrible bane, Marriage; in Works  and 
Days Pandora poses this threat herself. In this way, the Woman in Theogony in 
comparison with Pandora in Works  and Days is conceptualised as almost tangential to 
Zeus' punishment: its catalyst. This sidelining is reinforced by the focus on the 
Woman's headdress in Theogony,  which contrasts with the focus on Pandora herself 
in Works  and Days. The Woman has both a garland offlowers and a golden diadem, the 
combination ofwhich 'with its doubling ofthe natural and the artificial, ofnature and 
culture, would seem the perfect emblem of the Woman/Wife herself and the marital 
institution she embodied.3" IZey here is the diadem? it is made by Hephaistos, as all 
good ekphrastic items should be,3' it is described at  some length, and with its 
'6Brown (1997) 26. Bliimer (2001) vol. 2 goes even further, arguing that Pandora is not the first woman but 
wickedness personified. 
"0p. 66 no0ov - this and yulopopou5 (or yulo~opou<, should we accept the variant) and k ~ h 6 6 v a q  in this 
line are words not used elsewhere in Hesiod: Pandora initiates a new kind of longing, never before 
experienced by men. It is 'the longing felt by a man because of her, not longing felt by her; but it is treated 
as an attribute of hers' (West ad lac.). 
laClay (2003) 120 
19Pio< is a recurrent concern: Op.31,42, 232,316,501,577, 601, 634, 689. 
''Clay (2003) 120. 
For further discussion see Brown (1997) 29, Marquardt (1982) 287. 
''See e.g. the Shield of Heracles (poem attributed to Hesiod), the Shield ofAchilles Hom. 11. 18.468-608 
(note the similarities with Hesiod's double vignette of the Just and Unjust Cities Op. 212-85), and 
Hephaistos' attendants atI1.18.419-20 (described in avelysimilarway to Pandora in Worlts and Days: v605 
Op. 67,ll.18,419; ai161i Op. 61,Il. 18.419; o0ivo5Op. 62,lI. 18.420; BpyaOp. 64,ll. 18.420). 
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depiction of terrible monsters of land and sea (582 hvh6ah' oo' ~ ~ R E L ~ O S  S E I V ~  TPE(PEI 
q6i: Oahaooa) it is this, not the woman herselfas in Worlts and D a y s ,  which is indicative 
of her threat. Interestingly, textual difficulties with this passage have also been posited 
on the basis of the 'excess' of the adornment:33 however, the adornment here (a ~ a h o v  
K~KS!' in its own right) both entices Epimetheus and encapsulates the Woman's threat, 
thus fulfilling the same role as does Pandora herselfin Works and D a y s ,  and so must be 
elaborated accordingly. This impression of tangentiality is furthered by the use of a 
simile at 594-9,44 an essentially indirect narrative form, in which women, who 
consume men's resources, are compared with drones devouring the fruits ofworlter 
bees' labour. In this way, the emphasis on Pandora in Worl(s and D a y s  in comparison 
with Theogony is enacted not just through longer description, but through the details 
of that description. 
Furthermore, I argue that Hesiod does not stop there, but enacts an expansion of 
the expansion within Works and Days itself. The passages in question here are Op. 60- 
68 and 70-80. In the first Zeus gives orders for Pandora's creation and adornment to 
Hephaistos, Athene, Aphrodite and Hermes; in the second the gods carry out his 
orders. The problem is that, despite the indications of obedience already noted, there 
are discrepancies between the commands and their execution. We would expect the 
details ofthe commands to be repeated in their execution (as closely as the shift from 
indirect command to direct action will allow), however they are altered and added to. 
These discrepancies (as well as other factors such as uneven attestation in ancient 
sources: 70-72 omitted by Origen) have led many scholars to criticise or expunge the 
lines,3s for example lines 7-82 were deleted by Twesten, Lendle;j6 69-82 by Kirchhoff, 
33E.g. Solmsen brackets 578-84 in the 0CT. 
34For discussion see Sussman (19781, although where she tends towards historical anthropology I would 
argue that Hesiod's 'misogyny' has its roots in his self-sufficient ideals - the farmer should put his trust 
in others only in so far as they are ofuse  to his labour, so women (see e.g. Op. 373-5) should be treated 
with caution because they pose a risk to productivity. 
35Some scholars have tried, some more dismissively than others, to explain the discrepancies: e.g. Wolkow 
(2007) puts them down to poetic variatw. Walcot (1g61a) 16-19 attributes the difference to Hesiod's 'break 
with the rigidity of the oral tradition' 1.e. that Works and Days was affected by writing. Brown (1997) 30 
claims 'This technique enables him to draw attention to the contrasts between the malicious intention 
behind the gi ft... and the attractive f a ~ a d e  behind which divine cunning succeeds in hiding it' - 
unfortunately all he has to say on the textual difficulties is the note 'Some editors delete parts of0p.  59- 
82, but they are wrong'. Rowe (1983) 129-30 (followed by e.g. Arrighetti 1gg8:411) suggests that Hesiod 
is describing the same things from different aspects. In my opinion the best explanations are those of 
Solmsen (1949) 78 n.12 and Rowe (1983) 129 who at least recognise the theme ofexpansion. 
36Lendle (1957) 22-6 gives collected views ofcritics of70-80. 
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Lisco, Wilamowitz. Other scholars have proposed complicated transmissional 
hypotheses, e.g. Lehrs attributes the lines to a different recension of the Theogony 
version. In recent decades editors have become more inclined to preserve the text - 
however, West himself dismisses the differences with the comment 'nothing is more 
natural than that Hesiod himself, on coming to describe the gods at work, should slip 
back into that [his Theogony] version'. I aim to show that these 'reconstructive' attempts 
are unnecessary, and the dismissive approaches unsatisfactory,37 as the differences are 
all explicable in terms of an elaborative project which had its basis in the relationship 
between Theogony and Works and  Days, and which now continues within Works and  Days. 
First, the additions: in Theogony two gods make and adorn Pandora (Th. 571-31, at 
Worlts and  Days 60-68 four gods are trusted with her creation, at 70-80 six (sets of) 
gods undertake the task - a very neat increase which emphasises her elevated 
importance. Furthermore, the number is upped once again in line 81 when all the gods 
give her a gift: this apparent discrepancy (between the six gods named as contributors 
and 81 navrsq) functions as the ultimate elaboration. Second, the alterations: 
narratologically, the divergences between Zeus' commands and their execution by the 
gods emphasise that, although they act according to Zeus' plans (71)~ the gods also 
add their own flair; they all creatively contribute to 'Pandora'. 
At 65 Aphrodite is given instructions, at 73-5 her instructions are carried out by the 
Charites, Peitho and the Horai. Editors have tried to resolve this apparent 'problem', 
for example Goettling would replace 76 nahhaq AOljvq with 6?' Acppo6iq; scholars 
from FarnelP8 onwards claim that Peitho is Aphrodite. The latter supposition is not 
too radical, given that Peitho and Aphrodite are consistently associated in poetry, 
Peitho often appears as a cult title of Aphrodite,39 and of course there is a clear 
association here between beauty and persuasion. However, given Peitho's separate 
identity in Theogony as a child ofThetis (Th. 349), and the lack ofother such examples 
in epic of Peitho representing Aphrodite, it is much more feasible to explain this 
divergence in terms ofboth type scenes and elaboration. This is a 'dressing-up' topos:4" 
see in particular Hom. Hymni  5.61-5,6.5-13, Cypr. fr. 4 , s  (all ofAphrodite), 11.14.170- 
221 (Hera). That this is an extended formula may account for Aphrodite's 
37Further examples include Heath (1985) 256 'this reduplication serving to ornament the account by 
displaying different aspects of the process in the execution and in the instructions'. 
38Farnell (1896) 2.665. 
39See LIMC s.v. 
4"See Brown (1997) 30-37 for a detailed discussion of the theme, ii~cludir~g Near Eastern parallels. For 
similarity between Aphrodite and Pandora, primarily in their ambivalent natures, see Marquardt (1982) 
285: she does not, however, address the role of type scenes here, noting only 'Similar accounts of 
Aphrodite's adornment ... have become literary convention'. 
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disappearance - the Charites and Horai are her attendants, so it would usually be 
Aphrodite herselfthey were dressing, here replaced by Pandora. Note in particular the 
use at Hymni 5.88-9, 6.11 of the golden necl<laces we see here at 74: they are worn by 
Aphrodite herself, in Hymni 5 to enchant Anchises, in Hymni 6 with the result that all 
the gods want to make her their wife4' - this use of the type scene draws attention to 
the divinely powerful and, most importantly, deceptive nature of the adornment.qz In 
fact, this topos as a whole is rarely without greater significance: Hera dresses to seduce 
and distract Zeus and so redirect the course of the Trojan War; Aphrodite43 in Cypr. fr. 
4 prepares for the Judgement of Paris which will spark off the war in the First place; 
Pandora will inaugurate the human condition. 
As far as elaboration is concerned: first, why use one goddess when you can use 
three? Employing all ofAphrodite's entourage increases the number of gods involved 
in Pandora's creation, adding more spheres of influence and emphasising her 
importance. Second, Aphrodite, because of her association with appearances/love/sex, 
is arguably the most important and obvious god in Pandora's creation so her presence 
needs not be repeated. Third, the choice ofretinue is particularly relevant. By extension 
of the dressing and adornment topos, the group (all together or in part) often appears 
in a marriage context:44 grace is the quality of a bride, persuasion her allure, the 
'seasons' the right time for a woman to marry. This is appropriate here because of 
Pandora's bride-like 'presentation' to Epimetheus. As already mentioned, Peitho is 
important here because of the seductive power of persuasion. The Horai are also 
pertinent to the Iron Age purpose of this myth: they are connected with things that 
are hpaio, 'ripe', and are concerned with the works of mortals (Th. 903 
a i  r '  Epy' hpajouot ~ a r a 0 q r o i o t  pporoiot) so are particularly appropriate to Works 
and  Days with its concern for timeliness and the worlcs ofmen. And as for the Charites: 
at 65 Aphrodite is instructed to xaptv apcp~xiat, but she goes further, and has the 
command fulfilled by the very personifications of this ~apt5.45 
J' The same type scene is used in the Theogony version, there also with the Woman's presentation to the gods 
(and men) as at Hymni 6.14-18. 
*Brown (1997) 37 'they represent not only the entirety ofthe woman's quasi-divine physical attractiveness 
(62,65),  but also the painful and dangerous emotions (66) this arouses.' 
'3Note that Aphrodite is the most frequent subject ofthis topos: in a Hesiodic context, her very birth connotes 
ideas of threat and even violence - see Th. 188-92 her birth from Ouranos' genitals after his castration by 
Kronos. 
*See Plu. Quest.Rorn. 2.264b; Pirenne-Delforge (1994) 421, ~ a r k e r  (2005) 440 11.87. 
45Rowe ( 1 ~ 8 3 )  130 makes the insightful suggestion that we should not concentrate 'exclusively on the 
. . 
anthropomorphic aspect of Hesiod's divine figures, when this is only part of his conception. ~ b p ~ q  and 
~ ~ 1 8 o j  are simultaneously things that Pandora possesses, and the entities that give those things to her'. 
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At 61 Hephaistos is told to give Pandora a664, at 79 Hermes gives her cpwvq. Two 
main explanations have been proposed for this: first, that Hephaistos does not do as 
he is told so Hermes has to step in; second, that a664 and @ovq are different things, 
the former 'vocal apparatus' and the latter 'articulate speech1.@ The first explanation 
is essentially problematic as it creates an inconsistency with 69-71 where we are told 
that Hephaistos did as he was ordered (this inconsistency led Bentley (in Goettling 
(1843) and Rzach to athetise 79). The second is more likely as it offers an explanation 
for the divergence between command and execution, without positing disobedience. 
However, a couple ofpoints should be added here: firstly, this differentiation between 
the two words is not a given, as they seem to be synonymous at Th. 39-40,47and so we 
must looli closely at their context. Secondly, at Th. 31 Hesiod is given a664 by the 
Muses: we must assume he already had some sort of 'vocal apparatus', so clearly the 
definition given above does not suffice. In the Theogony context we are supposed to 
understand some kind of'special', poetic v0ice;4~ perhaps the word is used as a marlied 
term also here, highlighting Hephaistos' ability to give life to his creations.49 If a664 
marks Hephaistos' particular contribution, it follows that cpwvq distinguishes not just 
'articulate speech' but Hermes' kind of articulate speech:S0 Verdenius comments 'It is 
only natural that Hermes as herald of the gods malies her speech sounding', however 
Hermes' cpoq could also refer to lies and wily words, which are in fact specified at 
78. In this way, the use ofvocabulary here emphasises the creative contribution made 
by the gods: they put into Pandora their own specialities. Hermes himself is cast in as 
many roles as possible in this passage, to give the impression of multiple gods from 
one. Hesiod explores the god's many epithets and the diversity of his spheres of 
influence: at 68 and 77 his association with theft and trickery (for which see further 
Hymni 4); at 80 his capacity as herald ofthe gods; at 85 his role as messenger god. 
d6West's definitions, but the explanation is propagated also by Z(Op.)Pertusi 61d, 77-8,77ab, 79-80, Mazon. 
Sinclair, Verdenius. 
"Th. 39-40 'pwM op~1p~Oaa1, T&V 6' a ~ r i p n ~ o q  piel a1j6Ij I &K O T O ~ ~ T W V  jhcia. 
'"his 'special' quality must be built into the word au6q itself rather than just in the qualifying adjective 
Oiarrtq, as 'divine vocal apparatus' or indeed 'divine human voice' still does not convey the necessary 
meaning. 
49See 11.18.419-20 Hephaistos' attendants, also given au6j.  
sopor Hermes as god of speech and named as such see e.g. PI. Cra. 407e-408a aAAa pIjv TOOTO ye & O ~ K E  nepi 
hoyov TL dvnt 6 ' E p p i ~ ,  'Well then, this name "Hermes" seems to me to have to do with speech' (Text and 
translation: Fowler 1977); D.S. 1.16.1-2urro yap rovrou X ~ ~ T O V  @  rilv TE Kolvjv ~ ~ & K T O V  GapOpwOflval 
'It was by Herrnes, for instance, according to them [sc. the Greeks1 that the common language ofmankind 
was first further articulated' (Text and translation Oldfather 1968). 
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At 80-81 Pandora's name is added and glossed with 82 66pov & 6 6 p q o a ~ . ~ '  As 
discussed above, this naming of the Woman left unnamed in Theogany is part of the 
increased focus on Pandora as a figure in her own right in Works and Days. However, 
the phrase 6Qpov &Ghplloav is ambiguous and widely debated as it could mean either 
'gave her a gift' or the heavily ironic 'gave her as a gift'. This debate is not a modern 
one, but was circulating already in the scholia: the scholiast at C(Op.)Pertusi 81 sets 
out the two possibilities5' (?j or1 rravrwv 60pa EhaP~v fi or1 66pov rravrwv r6v  0~wv) ,  
whilst X(Op.)Pertusi 82 opts for 'gave her a gift' on the grounds that at 84 it is Zeus 
alone who sends her to Epimetheus. Understanding the divergences between 
command and execution as expressing the gods' creative contributions seemed to me 
at first consideration to hint at the former interpretation: however, Clay follows similar 
logic but arrives at the opposite conclusion.53 This ambiguity is not problematic: on 
the coneary, it fits with Hesiod's penchant for riddle language and multiplicity.54 
The final problem with the Works and Days Pandora myth is the widely debated55 
passage 94-9, in which Elpis (most often translated as Hope) is kept in Pandora's jar 
after its evils have been released upon mankind. I hope to show that this passage too 
can be explained in terms of elaboration. 
ahha yvwj x ~ i p c o o ~  rri0ov pCya rr0p' acpehoijoa 
d o ~ i 6 a o ' .  av0phxo~o16' Bpfloaro @6&a hvypa. 
poOq 6' aljro01 'Ehrriq iv a p p f l ~ t o ~ ~  6opoto1v 
h6ov  Ep~pvs rri0ov 0710 X E I ~ ~ I V ,  066i 0 0 p a < ~  
&{~rrq .  r r p o o 0 ~ ~  yap &rr&p!3ak n0pa  rri0010 
aiytoxou povhfio~ Atbq vacpeh~yeptrao. 
5' IIuv6hpqv inverts the customary epithet of'all-giving' Gaia: Ar. Av. 971, Zeitlin (1996) 60, Clay ( ~ o o g )  77. 
Clay (2003) 123: 'ambiguous as she is promising all, but in realityall-consuming'. Pandora is also known 
as the name o fa  chthonic Earth-goddess: see West (1978) and Farnell(1896) 1.290 for further discussion 
and references. For other Hesiod 'wordplay' etymologies see e.g. Th. 195-200 Aphrodite, Th. 207-10 
Titans, Op. 3 Zeus. For more on the wordplay in Op. 80-85 see Mazur (zoo4), for Hesiod the etymologiser 
see Koning ( z o ~ o b ) .  
S'Fora third, though far less convincing, possibility, see Lehrs (1837): he considers 81-2 to be a later addition 
and suggests 80 ovopqve 6& j v 6 e  yuvu i~u  originally meant 'he named her woman'. 
s3Clay (2003) 120. 
s4For Hesiod's riddle language see e.g. 40-41 viirrto~. 0668 louo~v  oocp rrliov ijplm rravro<, 1 066' ooov iv 
pai4.m re ~ u i  uocpo6&Lcp piy' livelap. 'fools, they do not know how much more the halfis than the whole, 
nor how great is the benefit in mallow and asphodel', or kennings such as 524 or '  u v o o r ~ o ~  v n06u r h ~ 6 ~ 1  
'when the boneless one gnaws his foot'. On Hesiod's use of multiplicity and plurality see later on elpis. 
55See esp. Walcot (1g61b), Beall (19891, Byrne (19981, Zarecki (2007) 19-26. 
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But the woman removed the great lid from the jar with 
her hands, and scattered; and she contrived baneful cares 
for men. Expectation alone remained there inside in the 
unbreakable dwelling, under the lip ofthe jar, and did not 
fly out. For before it could she replaced the lid of the jar, 
by the plans of aegis-bearing cloud-gathering Zeus. 
These lines have been approached in many different ways: to give just a few diverse 
examples, Marquardt (1982) sees the pithos as a metaphor for the earth and elpis as 
equivalent to Good Eris buried in the earth; Beall (1989) shows how the 'alternative' 
version told in a fable of Babrius can map on to the Hesiod account;s6 D. and E. 
Panofsky (1956) explore the motif of Pandora's jar throughout literature and art. In 
this paper, however, I confine my analysis to close reading of the extant text, following 
the line of argument as it stands and showing how the interpretational issues can be 
resolved on the basis of the elaboration model I have offered. The main interpretational 
issues are: first, is elpis being kept in the jarfor men (Mazon), or kept in awayfrom men 
(Sinclair)? And second, is elpis good (Paley, Wilamowitz, Mazon, Sinclair, Vernant) or 
bad (Verdenius)?s7 
The first step in resolving these dilemmas is to find an accurate definition of Phdq. 
Although it is usually translated as 'hope', it is more accurately 'expectation's8 or 
'anticipation's9 because of its ambiguous usage: it is vain at Op. 498 (the idle man has 
nothing but empty elpis) and 500 (elpis is not good when it accompanies a man in want); 
it is temporarily vain in Hymni 2.37; it is justified in Odyssey (16.101, 19.84); it is left 
equivocal at for example PI. Lg. 644c, Thgn. 1135-6. Since the meaning of elpis is itself 
ambiguous (expectation of either good or bad), I suggest so is this scenario. 
It is generally accepted that the containment of elpis contrasts with the release of 
evils (95-7 do~iSuo '  ... EvGov Ep~pvve), and so should be interpreted as a positive act on 
the part of Zeus through Pandora's agency. The containment itselfhas been criticised 
because of this dual initiative: at 98 textual variants on PnipPa;LE6~ can be explained 
s6See e.g. Verdenius (1971)~ (1980) for an opposingview. 
57For a clear outline ofdifferent interpretative combinations see LfgE sub voc. ,  Verdenius ad loc.; for a more 
recent review of proposed explanations see Musaus (2004) 13-30, 
S8Beall (1989). 
59Most (2006). 
6oSome mss. have instead in#&,, others have i n~h (h )ap&.  
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either in mechanical terms or due to attempts to remove a supposed contradiction 
between the initiative of Pandora and the initiative of Zeus (i.e. by malting the ~ G p a ,  
rather than Pandora, the subject). Similarly C(Op.)Pertusi 98e tries to take the verb 
intransitively; Plutarch omits 99, which is bracketed also by Wilamowitz and Solmsen. 
In any case, from the text as it stands we are left with two interpretative possibilities. 
First: elpis is good and keeping it in the jar means keeping itfor men. Elpis is good in 
the sense that it can help mankind understand their own human condition: it 
distinguishes men from omniscient gods who have no need for expectation, and men 
from beasts which are unaware oftheir own m~rta l i ty .~ '  It also defines the Iron Age in 
which we live, where good things are mixed with evils (Op. 179 Gpnqq ~ a i  toiot 
C L E ~ E ~ < E T U I  ~ o e h a  K ~ K O ~ ~ I V ) :  we are past the Golden Age, where everything was good 
so we did not expect evil (106-26, go-gz), but we have not yet reached the apocalyptic 
time which Hesiod describes at 180-201, in which everything will be evil so we will 
not expect good. In support of elpis being lteptfor men, the fact that it appears 
elsewhere in Works and Days (at 498 and 500) shows that it is indeed accessible to men. 
On the other hand, we have the possibility that elpis is bad and keeping it in the jar 
means keeping it awayfrom men. Notably, elpis is present in a jar of evils. If Hesiod is 
following the same tradition as Homer at 11. 24.527-8,62 where Zeus has two clearly 
differentiated jars, one of evils and one of goods, then we would be forced to conclude 
that elpis is a negative.Q Also at IOO we have the formulation ahha 6~ pupia huypa - 
for there to be 'other' evils there must be an initial one which, in the context, should 
be elpi~.~4 In support of elpis being kept awayfrom men is the logical progression that 
ifevils are present for men because they leave the jar, elpis being in the jar must mean it 
is kept away from men. 
As is evident from this two-sided discussion, the narrative does support both 
possibilities to a certain extent, which is why the passage is often criticised as 
inconsistent. However, it is crucial here to remember Hesiod's use elsewhere of 
ambiguity and m~l t ip l i c i t y .~~  This often takes the form of explicit duality: we have the 
contrasting pairs of the Good Eris and the Bad Eris, wise farmerlteacher Hesiod and 
idle brother Perses, forward-thinking Prometheus and slow brother Epimetheus, the 
6'Vemant (1980) 184. 
62For ancient discussion see Z(1I)Erbse 24.527-8a and bT, Z(Op.)Pertusi 94a, Plu. Moralia 1o5D. 
63Pace Zarecki (2007) 24 who takes this passage and draws the opposite conclusion: he notes 'Zeus often 
mixes the good with the bad', but Zeus does this from two differentiated jars, not inside one jar. 
64For other interpretations see e.g. Hays (1918) 89-90, West (1978) ad loc., Zarecki (2007) 22. 
65See further Rowe (1983) 129-30, Martin (2004). 
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mighty hawk and the vulnerable nightingale.66 However, just as often it manifests itself 
in one concept or character having multiple aspects: we have seen the multiple spheres 
of Hermes, elsewhere in Works and Days concepts such as aidas 317-19 (shame 
sometimes helps, sometimes harms) and P h ~ r n ~  761-4 (Rumour is light and easy to 
pick up, but hard to bear, and dificult to get rid of)  are given ambivalent natures. 
There are even more multiplicities bmeen Hesiod's two poems: for example at Th. 223 
Nemesis was mipa B y r o i o ~  pporoio~, but at Op. 200-202 her leaving mortals is what 
causes the trouble. In the passage with which I am primarily concerned in this paper, 
the importance of multiplicity is clear: Pandora is the ~ a h o v  K ~ K O V  (Th. 585), with a 
beautiful appearance, a lovely voice, but a terrible nature. I posit that the nature ofelpis 
correlates with that of Pand0ra,~7 ambivalent and multiple, and that it is part of 
Hesiod's intentional manipulation of ambiguities; a multiple concept which is in one 
sense good for men and in one sense bad, having both to be preservedfor men and 
restrictedfrom men. 
This issue ofelpis, and the hypothesis I have offered, epitomises on the level of detail 
the main issues of this paper. This idea of multiplicity, so linked as it is with the 
plurality we saw with Aphrodite's replacement by her entourage or the use of many 
epithets for one god (Hermes), contributes to the sense of elaboration. Plurality gives 
the impression of many from one: creating a crowd scene from a few characters, or 
adding more and more components of a story from one telling to the next. Multiplicity 
is particularly relevant to this myth, as Pandora creates for the first time uncertainty 
among men (in sexual, procreative and economic terms), and this uncertainty is 
reflected in the double-edged terms used to describe her. 
In conclusion, we have then a programme of elaboration which acts first on an 
intertextual level, expanding on Theogony with which I have shown Worlcs and Days to 
operate in conjunction, and, second, intratextually, enacting an expansion of the 
expansion within Worla and Days. The implications for textual issues are essentially 
conservative. In working on the Hesiodic corpus one of course encounters many 
textual difficulties which need to be resolved, sometimes by means of conjecture, 
athetesis or emendation+* however, the issues I have addressed in this paper are not 
661 arglle (alongwith Nelson 1997) that the fable itselfhas multiple meanings: Hesiod is explicitly addressing 
the kings (202) and Perses (213), and implicitly teaching the whole Iron Race, so he creates a fable which 
can be applied by each to their current situation: whether you are a hawk or a nightingale, you must 
consider the implications of the story for yourself (202 cppov&ouo~), decode it and get advice. 
"See Vernant (1980) 184 for a comparison between elpis and Pandora, and similarly Zarecki (2007) and 
Marquardt (1982) 290-91 for connections between Pandora and Eris. 
Oqndeed in this very passage 93 should be omitted as it has been interpolated from Hom. Od. 19.360. 
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of this sort. To be resolved they require primarily an understanding of the relationship 
between Theogony and Works  and Days ,  and Hesiod's respective purpose in each. 
As I have shown, all these points of 'difficulty' can be explained in terms ofelaboration 
of the role of Pandora in W o r k s  and Days;  she is of greater importance to this Iron 
Age poem than to Theogony.  After all, the Iron Age is characterised by the need to work, 
a need both created and threatened by women's deception: as Hesiod advises at 
373-4,69 'Don't let a woman with a tarted-up arse deceive your mind with cajoling 
words while she rifles round in your granary'. 
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